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Overview



Integrated
payments 

Verified
experts

Easy access 
management

On-demand
AWS Certified talent

AWS IQ lets you find, engage, and pay AWS Certified 

third-party experts for on-demand work



AWS IQ

Talent augmentation

Cloud admin

End-to-end projects
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Top use cases

Networking DatabasesWebsites

Cost optimization Analytics



Use case 
Websites

Migrate website to AWS

“We need to migrate our current WordPress site from another 
hosting provider to AWS. Currently, our site is too slow, and I 
would like some help to determine which AWS services to use. 
We need this completed in two weeks or less.”

Website and email hosting help

“Looking to transfer 75 email boxes from another host along 
with folder structure/address books if possible. All currently 
IMAP email. Also need to migrate the domain and website to 
AWS. I’d like this to be completed this week.”

Website architecture guidance

“I'm looking to build a serverless GraphQL based web app. 
I have some familiarity with AppSync and Amplify but I'd like 
guidance on which technologies to use and the best process 
to follow in building this. I'd like a consultation as soon 
as possible.”

Range of proposals: $200–$2,000 



Range of proposals: $100–$18,000

Use case 
Networking

Implement Transit Gateway

“We would like to have a central account responsible for 
VPN/networking access for our multiple offices. This account 
must be "peered" (transit gateway) with other accounts under 
the same organization and the central account has an OpenVPN 
server that must also have access to other accounts.”

Need help configuring VPC for our serverless architecture

“We would like to configure all our AWS services in the serverless
architecture (Lambda, API Gateway, DynamoDB, S3, CloudWatch) 
in a VPC to minimize access via internet. The objective is to 
create a protective layer around our services. I’d like this done in 
a week.”

Site-to-site VPN

“For this project, our company needs to create a site-to-site VPN 
connection from our AWS environment to our partner's network 
using an existing router. We are seeking a consultant with 
expertise in networking and AWS to consult on best practices for 
configuration and architecture. This is a larger project but I need 
to get it started as soon as possible. “



Range of proposals: $150–$4,500

Use case 
Cost optimization

Optimize usage of our internal AWS 

“We have implemented several tools in the last year, but are not 
experts and are finding that we are spending way too much in 
our existing AWS setup. We need help understanding what is 
happening, and then making changes to reduce our spend. We 
are hoping to get this done this week. “

Request to decrease AWS costs

“We want to know what resources are severely underutilized 
and want to remove them from all regions. We’d like someone to 
audit our account this week”

Build a report on EC2/RDS instances

“We want to build a report on Amazon EC2 and Amazon RDS 
instances. Given the AWS Cost and Usage Report, we would like 
to build a report which would list out all our Amazon EC2 
instances by instance ID. This should incorporate reserved and 
on-demand instances. This needs to be done this week.”



Range of proposals: $300–$17,000

Use case 
Databases

Migrate from on-prem to RDS

“We need some advice on how to migrate an on-prem MySQL 
database to RDS. We can start with a consultation today but we’d 
also like the work completed by an expert.”

MySQL database optimization

“I need someone to analyze my databases and recommend 
improvements to optimize the performance. Not sure if it is time 
to increase the instance type or if there is room to tweak indexes, 
parameters and storage types. I’d like analysis completed this 
week.

Migrate 2 databases and apps

“We have two Ruby on Rails apps each with their own Postgres 
database. One is 500GB the other is 30GB. I would like someone 
to plan and migrate the databases to AWS and the Ruby on Rails 
apps as well. I don’t know what technology is our best fit, but we 
care about stability and uptime more than cost savings. As 
expected, we’d like to minimize any downtime.”



Range of proposals: $300–$7,500

Use case 
Analytics

Build a Data Warehouse

“We need to build a data warehouse to store our data from 
multiple sources. Our company needs to run analytics that 
include static reports and machine learning models based on 
that data. I’m looking for this to be completed in 2–3 weeks.”

Real Time Analytics

“I’m looking to build out an analytics project using all AWS native 
services. My goal is to handle batch to real-time data sources and 
provide single source of truth around cataloging, storing, and 
analyzing data in both an ad-hoc and BI-enabled way. I’d like this 
completed in a month or less.”

Set up a cross account ETL pipeline

“We are looking for someone to build an ETL pipeline for Parquet 
and CSV data stored in S3. Data updates every hour-ish. We will 
use Athena for queries and Tableau for visualization. The S3 
buckets containing the data are stored in another account to 
which we have read-only access. “



Range of proposals: $100–$500

Use case 
Other

One-hour intro to SageMaker

“I’m looking to better understand how SageMaker works and if it 
would be a good fit for my business. I’m looking for a one-hour 
consultation to begin.”

IoT one-click voice message to phone

“This project is for an emergency room department to enable 
nurses to push an IoT button when they need a patient’s blood 
drawn. I set up a test but need to connect it to a phone. I think 
I’m missing something and need someone to finalize the setup.”
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Lifecycle of an AWS IQ project

AWS IQ
Pay simply

Charges are integrated 
into your AWS bill

Work securely
Give experts 

appropriate access
to your AWS account

Submit a request
Describe your project 

in your own words

Review responses
Chat through 
requirements
and timelines

Select expert
Compare rates,

AWS Certifications,
and experiences



Posting your request

1. Category

2. Title 

3. Description

4. Budget

5. Name

6. Email



Request title

Good titles

“AWS Billing Data Visualization”

“Design a DynamoDB Table Structure from SQL Schema”

“Glue/Athena ETL”

“IoT one–click sends voice message to telephone number”

“I have a project”

“Learn how to use 
Amazon AWS”

“Ordering services”

Bad titles



Good descriptions

• Detailed

• Specific technologies

• Share your timeline
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What to look for in an expert

Ratings and reviews Biography and skillsCertifications



AWS Certifications

3
AWS Certifications 
each on average

43% 
achieved AWS 
Professional 
Certification

22% 
achieved AWS 
Specialty Certification

Solutions Architect Associate

Developer Associate

SysOps Administrator Associate

Solutions Architect Professional

DevOps Engineer Professional

Security Specialty

Big Data Specialty

Advanced Networking Specialty

Alexa Skill Builder Specialty

Machine Learning Specialty

0% 100%80%60%40%20%



AWS IQ experts



Negotiating  proposals

DeliverablesTimeline Payment milestonesAmount
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Getting AWS IQ expert help is quick

Complete the projectGet a response Get a proposalPost a request

5–10

minutes

Minutes 

to hours

Hours

to days

Hours

to weeks



AWS IQ expert rates

Average 

hourly rates 

Fix bid 

proposals

Proposals 

range 

$100-$175 $50-$20,000+



Proposals and payment workflow

Payment 
approved

Work 
reviewed 

Proposal 
accepted

First 
milestone met 

Payment 
request submitted 

AWS account 
charged
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Granting AWS 
account access

• Never share credentials

• Grant access securely

• IQ allows one-click 
permission granting

• AWS Identity and Access 
Management (IAM)



Managing your security

Back up your data Consider custom IAM 
roles

Monitor the expert’s 
activities

Revoke access

Isolate your account

• Choose the 
right account

• Use CloudFormation
templates

• Grant view-only access
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After the proposal is completed

Rate and review Revoke access Keep working
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Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Walk through



Get started with AWS IQ

Visit us at the AWS IQ 
booth in the Expo Hall or 
at aws.amazon.com/iq!

Post your 
project today on 

iq.aws.amazon.com!

aws.amazon.com/iq
iq.aws.amazon.com


Thank you!
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Emily Garrett

AWS IQ, Product Manager
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